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MWC Vice President Honored by ‘D-Business’ and ‘Hour Detroit’  

 
Nathan (Nate) Tallman, Vice President of Metro Wire and Cable, Corporation was recently honored as a 2019 
recipient of D-Business Detroit Magazine and Hour Media’s ’30 in their Thirties’.  This annual recognition 
acknowledges the state and regional accomplishments of thirty professionals across Metro Detroit and the State 
of Michigan.   
 
“I am incredibly grateful for the recognition by a leading regional and state publication,” Tallman stated.  “This 
year’s group is full of key individuals working to make a difference in their personal, professional and community 
networks and I am humbled to be included this year.” 
 
Tallman has served Metro Wire and Cable, Corporation since 2012.  Tallman helps lead the day-to-day 
operations from a corporate level for MWC’s three facilities (Sterling Heights, Mi; Lawrenceville, GA; and Iowa 
City, IA), including sales, operations, marketing, hiring, distribution and key market channel development.   
 
MWC specializes in working alongside a variety of industries; public utilities, electrical contractors, wind-farm 
developers, commercial and industrial HVAC industries, traffic signal and airport lighting contractors, Original 
Equipment Manufacturers (OEM’s) and the security industry.  Metro Wire & Cable provides value added 
handling, warehousing, supply chain, and delivery services of wire and cable products for this broad spectrum 
of markets.   
 
For more information about Metro Wire and Cable, Corp., please contact Metro Wire and Cable, Corp. at (586) 
264-3050 or metro@metrowire.net.   
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About Metro Wire & Cable 

 

Metro Wire & Cable, one of the Nation's top two-hundred electrical distributors, provides warehousing, supply 
chain, and delivery services of wire and cable products for a broad spectrum of markets.  These markets include 
public utilities, electrical contractors, wind farm developers, commercial and industrial HVAC industries, traffic 
signal and airport lighting contractors, Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM’s) and the security 
industry.  Metro Wire, founded in Detroit, Michigan in 1976, established its Southeast Regional Distribution 
Center in Atlanta, Georgia in 1981, and it’s Midwest Regional Distribution Center in Iowa City, Iowa in 2008.  The 
company, now headquartered in Sterling Heights, Michigan, maintains extensive inventories tailored specifically 
to customer requirements at each location.   
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